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Understanding
Silicon Valley

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKftzAbfcGU

Understanding Silicon Valley
by the numbers
Silicon Valley is
approximately 32 km
long - stretching from
San Mateo to San
Jose (approx the
distance of Amsterdam
to Leiden).

The greater bay area
has a population of
over 8 million people,
compared to a
population of 1.1
million people in the
greater Amsterdam
area.

The median annual
income for a person
living in Silicon Valley
is $115,300 (2017),
compared to an
average salary of
$59,279 (€48,009) in
Amsterdam.
(Payscale)

The average price of a
home in Santa Clara
County is $1.44M,
compared to an
average home price in
Amsterdam of
€394,931.

In 2017 Venture
Capitalists invested
$23B in Silicon
Valley, $7.5B in the
New York metro area,
£2.45B in London,
and €263M
Amsterdam.

According to Silicon
Valley Angels, there
are 33,164 Silicon
Valley startups, 18,645
Silicon Valley angel
investors, and 10,442
startup jobs in Silicon
Valley.

Talent continues to be the
number one issue for companies
SVB Startup Outlook U.S. Report

How do things work?
The war for talent is fierce - and not only for engineers:
•

There are over 1M open positions in Silicon Valley at any one time.

•

Because of the large number of open positions, significant “upleveling” has become the norm.
Titles do not alway match the experience of the candidate but are extremely important due to the
“LinkedIn” syndrome.

•

Due to easily available capital, companies make investments in compensation regardless of
profitability. Start-up and private companies are benchmarking their total pay packages against
traditional, public technology companies. Packages must have a competitive base pay, benefits
and perks and an attractive equity offer.

•

Employees entering the workforce now were 12 years old when the financial crisis was at the
height and some weren’t even born during the dot.com meltdown. Many millenials do not
understand a difficult economic time.

•

Total rewards are different depending on market segmentation. For example, health care is
different from hardware which is different from social media. And yet, all need the same talent
and battle for the same employees.

What has
changed?

Generational influence

Generational influence
Millennials are shaping programs in the workplace today, but in reality there is a mix of talent and each generation has a different
perspective that should be considered. While generation is not the only factor in determining employee motivation, segmenting your
employee population can provide general guidelines to help you develop more inclusive and engaging rewards programs
Generation

Characteristics

Baby
boomers
(born ~19451963)

-

-

They want flexibility, but are less
comfortable with working remotely
and facetime still matters
Seniority matters
Recognition and respect

GenX (Born
~1964-1980)

-

Independent and autonomous, placing little value
on facetime
More distrustful of organizations (raised in a time
of higher divorce rates, downsizing companies)

-

Autonomy
work /life balance
Good benefits and competitive pay
Mentorship
Development

-

Focus on results, work can be done anywhere
Need to understand the “why”
Open to change
Grew up in a digital world
Career-oriented, hard work with balance
Focus on broader social implications; value the
idea of having a purpose

-

Competitive pay
Coaching and advancement
opportunities
Frequent feedback
Purposeful work
Egalitarianism

-

Even more technology-savvy than previous
generations
Entrepreneurial - want to own a business
Grew up during recession so more practical, but
still a desire for purpose

-

-

-

Millennials
(Born ~19812000)

Gen Z entering the
workforce in
2018

-

Have shaped workplace culture for decades (as
Millennials are starting to do)
Work hard and willing to put in the time

Motivators
-

-

Purpose-driven work
Connection to technology that
makes work more efficient

Changes to total reward packages

(1)

1) Frequent reviews
Research has shown that millennials need to receive feedback on their work
70 times a year. It’s not just this generation - all employees and managers
alike find little value in the annual review process. The approach to
performance management is changing from one, formal annual review to
more consistent feedback throughout the year.

2) “Gamefication”
Combining technology with performance management. It’s a way for
individuals to track their own performance through an app, and for employers
to set expectations and incentivize good performance.

3) Broad range of benefits (not your parent’s plans!)
Companies need to offer a basic foundation of benefits to attract employees it is expected that you offer medical/dental insurance and retirement benefits
(401(k) match). Additional benefits for SV companies include egg-freezing,
adoption/parental leave, bereavement leave, unlimited time-off (RTO) and
VTO.

Changes to total reward packages

(2)

4) Perks
Silicon Valley companies are known for their perks to attract and retain talent,
such as yoga instruction, top chefs, free lunch/dinner/snacks, free laundry,
etc. Consider what perks really do to motivate your employee group before
investing in the cost, and ensure they are sustainable and valued. Some
perks are necessary to stay competitive, although there is a trend now in SV
companies to downsize perks as costs rise. Creativity is valued.

5) LTIP
Equity is still key to attract employees, retain them, and keep them focused
on the company’s success. Most SV companies distinguish themselves by
providing meaningful equity to ordinary employees. Equity cannot replace
cash compensation, which is still highly valued.

A checklist

What should you do?
✓

Ensure you have a strong employee value proposition/culture unique to the Bay Area (flexible
work, office environment and location, activities, etc.)

✓

Design a total rewards package that supports the value proposition and culture
-

Conduct market analysis consistently to understand competitive pay and benefit
packages for your open positions (specific to this area and your size and industry)

-

Develop an approach to equity for all (or most) employees

-

Consider segmenting your employee population and developing a total rewards
approach to retain talent that is most competitive for each segment

✓

Establish a structure to build upon -- job organization, levels and titles with defined job
descriptions to ensure you are recruiting the right people and paying appropriately based on
their skill level

✓

Establish a performance management system based on your culture and employee needs including both goal-setting/accountability and career/skill development

✓

Think about talent outside the box - not just previous skills, but overall value they can bring to
the organization and the potential to give more responsibility:

✓

-

When recruiting, understand what really motivates the employee and cater to that

-

Think of candidates from the perspective of what they can bring to the company

-

Ensure employees have autonomy over every-day decisions

Communication is key - employees value openness and transparency and expect frequent
information from senior management.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2QjmYDtjv8

Questions?

Contact

Carine Schneider
Nua Group
901 Battery St., San Francisco CA 94111
carine.schneider@nuahr.com
+1.650.862.8628

